
question answer page
Who is the author of Aru Shah and the End of Time? Roshani Chokshi cover

What is the problem with growing up around 
dangerous things? You get used to them. 1

Where did Aru Shah live?
In the Museum of Ancient Indian Art and 
Culture 1

What was the lamp at the end of the Hall of 
the Gods called? The lamp of destruction 1

What kind of buttons did Aru have on her 
scarlet vest? honey bees 1

What did Aru grow up reading and doing her 
homework under?

A giant stone elephant at the entrance to 
the Museum of Ancient Indian Art and 
Culture 1

What happened in India in 1947? It became independent of the Brish 1

What did Aru hide inside the mouth of a 400 
year old sea dragon statue she named Steve? candy 1-2

What did Aru’s mom, Dr. K.P. Shah, do for a 
living?

She was the museum curator and a famous 
archaeologist 2

What did Aru’s mom say the lamp was called? A diya 2

What did Aru think the cursed lamp looked 
like? A lump of clay like a pinched hockey puck 2

What was Aru Shah’s religion? Hindu 2

What did Aru Shah trade Burton Prater for a 
green colored penny? 2 dollars and half a Twix bar 2

Which statue was the king of the heavens 
and held a thunderbolt? Lord Indra 2

Which statue played flutes? Lord Krishna 2

Which state sat in a meditation position? Buddha 2

In what grade was Aru? Seventh grade 2

In what city and state did Aru Shah live? Atlanta, Georgia 2

What did Aru want to name a Great Pyrenees 
dog? Beowoof 4

Who was the head of museum security and 
Aru’s babysitter on weekends? Sherrilyn 4



What did some people complain that the 
Museum of Ancient Indian Art and Culture
honored? The devil 4

What school did Aru attend? Augustus day School 5

What was Aru wearing when she answered 
the door at the museum on Sunday? Spiderman pajamas 5

Who showed up at the museum on Sunday?
Poppy Lopez, Burton Prater, and Arielle 
Reddy 5

Why did Poppy Lopez, Burton Prater, and 
Arielle Reddy come to the museum?

To confront Aru after she told everyone in 
math class she was going to France. 5

What river is in France? The Seine River 5

What word did Aru use to trick Burton 
Prater into buying the green penny? vintage 5

What did Poppy Lopez, Burton Prater, and 
Arielle Reddy say they were going to tell 
everyone at school when they got back after 
vacation? That Aru was a liar. 5

Why did Aru panic and decide to light the 
cursed lamp?

Burton Prater was recording her with her 
phone. 7

What time was it when Aru and her 
classmates when into the Hall of the Gods? 4:00 PM 9

What game was Aru good at? chess 9

Why did Aru quit the chess team?
Poppy and Arielle told her NOBODY joined 
chess. 9

What is the word for someone dying and being 
reborn as someone else? reincarnation 10

What had Aru worn to the 6th grade honors 
banquet at her old school?

A bright blue salwar kameez with star-
shaped mirrors and embroidery 10

What was the official name of the cursed 
lamp? The Diya of Bharata 12

Where was it believed the Diya of Bharata 
once was kept? In the temple of Koorookshetra 12

What is special about Koo-rook-shet-ra? It was the site of the Mahabharata War 12

What language was the Mahabharata written 
in?

Sanskrit - an ancient Indic language no 
longer spoken 12



Who did the five Pandava brothers fight in 
the civil war? Their 100 cousins 12

What did legend say would happen if the Diya 
of Bharata was lit?

The Sleeper, a demon, would wake and 
summon Lord Shiva. 12

Who was Lord Shiva?
The Lord of Destruction who would dance 
on the world and bring an end to time. 12

What did Sherrilyn spend most of her time 
doing? Watching Real Housewives of Atlanta 12

Why were there red beams of light pointed 
at the lamp?

An alarm would be triggered if anything 
crossed in front of one of the red beams of 
light and police would come. 13

What was the security code to disarmed the 
alarms in the museum? Aru’s birthday 13

What did Arielle tell Aru she would have to 
give her, Polly and Burton to keep them from 
posting the video of her lying? $10 each 13

What did Aru use to light the cursed lamp?
A green lighter Polly took from her 
brother’s car. 13

What did the shadow look like that grew out 
of the lamp? Tall, spidery, horned, fanged, and furry 15

What happened to everyone except for Aru 
when she lit the lamp? Everyone froze in place. 17

Why did all the objects in the room look 
strange after Aru lit the lamp? Nothing caste a shadow 18

What made a creaking sound after Aru lit the 
lamp?

The elephant statue when it sank into the 
ground. 18

What flew out of the elephant’s mouth? A pigeon 18

What did Aru’s mother call pigeons? Rats with wings. 18

Who did the pigeon think lit the lamp? One of the ancient five Pandava warriors 18

Why did the pigeon show up?
It was his sacred duty to guide the Pandava 
brother who lit the lamp. 20

What did Aru read about chimpanzees?
If you stared at one, it would stare back, 
smile and then attack you. 22



What was the name of the queen who chose 
to go through life blindfolded because her 
husband was blind? Gandhari 22

Why didn’t Gandhari’s eldest son become 
invincible when she looked him?

He was wearing underwear and he had to be 
naked. 22

What had the last Arjuna Pandava been? A senator 22

What had the last Yudhistira Pandava been? A famous judge 22

What had the last Bhima Pandava been? An Olympic athlete 22

What were Nakula and Sahadeva Pandava 
famous for?

Modeling, writing self-help books, and 
starting the first hot-yoga studios. 22

What was the name of the secret Pandava? Karna 22

What does the word dormant mean? Sleeping - inactive 23

What did the pigeon tell Aru she was because 
she lit the lamp? One of the five Pandava brothers. 23

What door did Aru and the pigeon have to go 
through because it always knew? The Door of Many 23

For how many days would Time freeze 
wherever the Sleeper walked? Nine days 23

Where would the Sleeper reach on the 9th 
day, where Shiva would perform the dance to 
end Time? The Lord of Destruction 23

What did the pigeon say his name was? Subala 25

Who did Subala tell Aru would be waiting for 
her?

Her sibling that would help her on her 
quest. 25

What Johnny Cash song did Aru know about a 
boy with a girl’s name? A Boy Named Sue 25

What did Subala tell Aru she could call him? Boo 25

What is a flock of starlings called? A murmuration 26

What should you always leave for last when 
making chai? The mint leaves 26

Why did Aru’s gym teacher sarcastically call 
her a genius?

She walked across the field to the finish 
line instead of running the track. 26



What did ARu mean when she said she was an 
A student? Her name started with the letter A 26

What made Aru a child of the gods? One of the gods helped forge her soul. 29

What are beings called that are half gods? demigods 30

Where could people purchase dreams on a 
string? The Night Bazaar in the Otherworld 30

Who would Aru ask for details about her 
quest?

The Council of Guardians in the Court of the 
Sky. 30

What was strange about the man in the 
photograph in Aru’s house? One of his eyes was blue, the other brown. 32

What are eyebrows that join together 
called? A unibrow 32

Why did Mini ask if there were bees in the 
Otherworld?

She MIGHT be allergic, and if a person was 
allergic, they could die within a minute of a 
bee sting. 33

What medical device do people with allergies 
use? An EpiPen 33

What word did Aru hear in a film where 
people talked to a grand empress? illustriousness 36

How were Mini and Aru related? They were soul siblings 37

Why did Mini’s parents take her brother to 
the Otherworld when he was 13?

They figured HE was the Pandava because 
he was a boy. 39

What surrounded the Lord of Destruction?
A celestial sphere that could only be 
shattered with immortal weapons 40

How did Aru and Mini get into the 
Otherworld?

By reaching and grabbing hold of something 
invisible--like a string of hope. 40

What did Boo say helped to find the string of 
hope to get to the Otherworld? Looking sideways 40

What did the in-between, the string of hope, 
remind Aru of? summer 42

What did Aru and Mini see flying around when 
they got to the Otherworld? Moths with wings of flame 42

What was the door of the Otherworld made 
of? bones 42

What were the guardians of the thresholds 
between the worlds?

Makaras - statues that looked like 
crocodiles. 45



What river did a goddess ride a makara 
through? The Ganges 45

What was Mini’s brother doing when he was 
frozen in time? Tossing a basketball into the air. 46

What is acrophobia? Fear of heights 48

What is arachnophobia? Fear of spiders 48

When did the Council meet regularly

Tuesdays, Thursdays, during full moons and 
new moons, and for the season premiere and 
finale of the Game of Thrones. 48

What letters could Aru see on the one 
throne that was rusty and not made of gold? U-A-L-A 48

What was said about Urvashi the apsara?
She was a beautiful celestial singer and 
dancer 48

What was said about Hanuman?
He had a monkey face, was a trickster, and 
helped the god Rama fight the demon king.. 49

Who were Uloopi and Surasa? Serpent queens 49

Who was Jambavan? The bear king. 49

Who was Kubera? The Lord of Wealth 49

Who was Hanuman’s father? The god of the wind. 49

Why did Aru and Mini have to get the 
celestial weapons quickly?

They had to get them before the Sleeper 
got them. 51

What did Urvashi have around her ankles? Gunghroo bells 51

What was Urvashi’s ruined outfit made from?
The skipped heartbeats of every person 
who saw her. 51

Whose throne was the tarnished one that 
was outside the circle of golden thrones? Subala’s (Boo’s) 51

What did Hanuman mean when he said the 
gods ‘vehicles’ were missing? The special mounts (animals) the gods rode. 54

Which god rode a mouse?
Ganesh, the elephant-headed god of new 
beginnings. 54

Which goddess was Lakshmi? The goddess of luck. 54

What did Lakshmi, the goddess of luck, ride? An owl 54

What did Indra, king of the gods, ride? A 7-headed horse. 54

What is the word for a sacred duty? dharma 54

What did Mini’s mom do for work? She was a tax attorney 56



Who was Yudhistira’s father? The god of death. 56

Who was father to Arjuna the Triumphant? The god of the heavens 56

Who was father to Bhima the Strong? The god of the wind 56

Who was father to the Pandava twins, Nakula 
the Beautiful and Sahadeva the wise?

The Ashvins--the twin gods of medicine and 
sunset. 56

Who was Karna’s father? The sun god 56

What is the word for when you touch the 
feet of your elders? pranama 56

Why did Mini like to pranama when she saw 
her grandfather? He had really hairy feet 56

Why didn’t Mini’s dad’s parents get pranama? They were Filipino 58

Who was the Lord of Justice and Death? Dharma RAja 59

What did Dharma RAja use for punishing souls 
in the afterlife? A danda stick 59

What did the statue of Indra, king of 
heavens, hold in his hand? The weapon Vajra - a thunderbolt. 60

Which was the most famous Pandava brother?
Arjuna for being skilled with the bow and 
arrow 60

Who was Lord of the Winds? Lord Vayu 60

What was Bhima known for?
His large appetite, his strength, and his 
temper 60

What were the names of the twin Ashvin 
Lords? Nasatya and Dasra 60

Who were the sons of the twins, Nasatya and 
Dasra who were also twins?

Nakula the Beautiful and Sahadeva the 
Wise 60

Who stopped the arrows from hitting Aru? Aru’s father, Indra, the god of thunder. 60

What do many Hindu people not eat? beef 64

What do many Jewish and Muslim people not 
eat? pork 64

What did Aru have to eat every time they 
had hamburgers at school? A portobello mushroom. 64

What food did Aru think was the best? pizza 64



What did Aru always love that hinted at her 
being the daughter of Indra? She loved thunderstorms 64

Who was Aru reincarnated from? Arjuna 64

Which Indian princess was married to all five 
Pandava brothers and spent one year with 
each one? Draupadi 65

Why did Arjuna broke the rule not to walk in 
on Draupadi with his brother? To get his bow and arrow to fight a demon. 65

What penalty did Arjuna have to suffer for 
walking in on Draupadi and his brother? To be exiled into the forest for 12 years. 65

How did Dharma Raja stop the arrows from 
hitting Mini?

He threw his danda stick and broke the 
arrows. 65

Why was Mini upset about being the Daughter 
of Death? No medical school would want to accept her. 67

How did Aru convince Mini she might be a 
better than normal doctor because she was 
the Daughter of Death?

She might be able to sense when death is 
near in patients. 67

Who was Mini reincarnated from? Yudhistira 68

What gift was Mini given when Dharma Raja 
claimed her as his daughter? A little mirror 68

What is the name of the medical condition 
that causes flaky skin? eczema 70

Why did Aru think heroes wore capes?
So they could have their security blankets 
with them all the time. 70

What did Aru and Mini have to do in the 
Kingdom of Death so they could see how the 
Sleeper could be defeated? Look into the Pool of the Past 70

What were the three keys Aru and Mini had 
to get in order to open the Door of Death 
without dying?

The spring of youth, a bite of adulthood, 
and a sip of old age 72

What did Urvashi give to Aru and Mini to help 
them find the three keys? A mehndi map covering Aru’s and Mini’s skin. 72

What is mehndi?

Powdered henna leaves used to make 
temporary tattoos that Indian women wear 
to weddings and festivals. 72



What does dauntless mean? Brave 74

What does the word hanuman mean? Prominent jaw 74

Why did the numbers in the center of Mini’s 
palm indicating the number of days they had 
look strange? They were written in Sanskrit 75

What number is called ashta? eight 75

How many languages could Mini count to 10 in? fifteen 75

What gift did Indra give to Aru to help her 
on her quest? A golden ball 77

What did the golden ball Aru got from Indra 
do that was special? It always returned to her hand. 77

How did Aru know they should go into the 
beauty salon in the strip mall?

When she looked at the sign on the store, 
the mehndi picture of the first key glowed. 78

What was the name of the head stylist at 
the beauty salon? Madame Bee Asura 78

What was inside each mirror in front of the 
70 beauty salon chairs? Portraits of screaming women 81

Why did Madame Bee like to cut older 
women’s hair?

Their beauty was more potent and lasted 
longer. 81

How did Aru feel being near Madame Bee? Warm, sleepy, like she was drugged. 81

What happened when Mini took out her 
compact mirror in the beauty salon?

It showed the truth--instead of the walls 
being made of gemstones, they were made 
of pieces of bones and the portraits of the 
screaming women were skulls. 83

What did Madame Bee look like in Mini’s 
compact mirror?

An asura (demon) with fire for hair, pale 
white skin, black lips, and tusks 83

Where was the first key, the sprig of youth? On top of Madame Bee Asura’s head. 83

What did Aru do to Madame Bee after Mini 
showed her reflection to her in the mirror?

She threw the golden orb at her and 
blinded her. 87

What was Madame Bee Asura’s full name?
Brahmasura - the asura (demon) that could 
touch anyone and turn them to ash. 89



How did Mini get a golden orb identical to 
Aru’s?

She used her compact mirror to create the 
illusion of a second one. 89

What are girl heroes called? heroines 90

How did Mini and Aru defeat Madame Bee 
Asura?

They blew her hair around with the blow 
dryer and when the demon touched her own 
head, she turned herself to ash. 90

What are the crumpled tissues called that 
British royalty carry around? handkerchiefs 93

Why did Aru and Mini elbow bump instead of 
shaking hands?

Mini was a hypochondriac, worried about 
getting sick and dying. 94

Why didn’t the Sleeper take the keys before 
Aru and Mini could get to them? He couldn’t see them. 96

How could Aru tell when the Sleeper was 
near? She felt an icy feeling. 96

What was the rule the gods had when it came 
to helping humans? They didn’t meddle in human affairs 99

Why did Boo say to follow the ants?
They all went back to Valmiki, the sage of 
learning. 101

What did Valmiki, the sage of learning, write? The Ramayana - an epic poem about Rama 101

Who was Rama reincarnated from? The god Vishnu 101

What did the god Vishnu fight to rescue his 
wife? A 10-headed demon 101

What does the word ‘mara’ mean? kill 101

What does the name Rama mean in Sanskrit? Born of an anthill 101

What are sacred words that can help called? mantras 101

What habit did Valmiki have when talking with 
people?

He would only speak and respond to rhyming 
verse. 104

What did Valmiki’s shirt say? I’m not a hipster. 104

What did Valmiki make Mini and Aru promise 
him in exchange for help with their quest? A day of their life. 106

What mantra did Valmiki teach Aru and Mini?
Don’t look, don’t see, there’s no such thing 
as me. 106



What did Aru feel when she repeated 
Valmiki’s mantra?

Magic on her tongue like fizzing Pop Rocks 
candy 108

What was different about the Costco in the 
Otherworld?

It became a different store depending on 
who you were and what you needed. 111

What was Mini afraid Aru would do to her? Leave her behind. 112

Why did Mini’s mom have to tell her about 
the Pandavas and the Otherworld?

She was a panchakanya - one of 5 women 
reincarnated from queens whose job it was 
to protect the Pandavas. 112

What does panch mean? five 112

What does kanya mean? woman 112

What did Aru believe was her best talent? Pretending 114

Why did Mini tattle on Dennis Connor?

He was about to cut Matilda’s hair, and she 
had recently lost all her hair to cancer and 
it had just started growing back. 114

What did the saat symbol stand for? Six 111

What did the Costco turn into for Aru, Mini, 
and Boo as soon as they stopped looking so 
hard? The Night Bazaar 117

Why did Boo tell Mini and Aru to count all the 
breakfast items in the frozen food aisle at 
Costco?

To distract them so the Costco would 
transform into the Night Bazaar 117

What did Mini say you could get from salmon 
that could kill you? E. coli 121

What did Mini’s mom teach her about learning 
things? Knowledge is power 121

What did Aru’s mom teach her about 
learning? Ignorance is bliss. 121

Why did Boo warn Aru not to say the 
Sleeper’s name in the Night Bazaar? It would make everyone panic 124

What type of being was the muscular man 
with the head of a bull? A raksha 124

What did the raksha say would happen to 
unregistered miniature universes? The Devourer of Worlds would eliminate it. 125



What did Mini have in her backpack that the 
raksha searched?

Oreo cookies, a first aid kit, a roll of gauze, 
a bunch of Boy Scout key chains, and the 
sprig of youth. 125

What do people say in Georgia after saying 
they didn’t have cloven hooves? Bless your heart 127

What did the raksha think Aru was? A small, unregistered demon 127

What did Mini do when her family’s car 
skidded into a ditch on the way to her 
brother’s track meet? She lifted the whole car. 127

What was the symbol for the second key--
the bite of adulthood? A book 129

What did the signs in the Night Bazaar say in 
front of three different paths?

Things you want, things you need, and things 
you don’t want to need. 129

What phrase did Sherrilyn, Aru’s babysitter, 
like to use whenever she wanted to order 
before Aru at the food trucks? Age before beauty 132

Why was the forest divided into six pieces?
They were in the Court of Ritus - the Six 
Seasons. 133

What did the six seasons call themselves? Ateliers -- artists who dressed the world 135

What were the six seasons in the Court of 
Ritus?

Winter, summer, monsoon, spring, autumn 
and pre-winter 135

How did the seasons always travel?
In pairs --one for the incoming season and 
one for the outgoing season. 135

How did Aru get the seasons to help them?
She said they weren’t good enough and 
made them desperate to impress her. 136

What would the diamond bracelet winter 
made for Aru do?

If she threw it on anything it would freeze 
the enemy. 138

What did Spring give to Aru and Mini?

Two pastry squares called petit fours that 
would make them feel rested and 
rejuvenated if they ate them. 138

What did monsoon give to Aru?
A gray pendant that would hit any target, 
but regret would always follow. 138

What did Summer give to Mini?

A bolden headband with roses and a 
butterfly that would make whoever wore it 
forget something important. 140



What could Aru see through the first window 
in the library? The ocean 143

What could Aru see through the second 
window in the library? A jungle 143

What could Aru see through the third window 
in the library? The skyline of New York City 143

What book arched its spine and hissed at a 
bookmark?

What to Expect When You’re Reincarnated 
from a Cockroach 144

What did the black shadow that came down 
from the library ceiling and turn into a man 
wear? A black sherwani jacket and dark jeans 146

What did the Sleeper carry with him when he 
came into the library? A birdcage 146

What did Aru notice about the Sleeper’s 
eyes? One was blue and the other brown 146

What did Aru’s mother do to the Sleeper? Locked him in the cursed lamp 146

What fell out of the birdcage the Sleeper 
carried? Clay figurines of animals 148

Who told the Sleeper about Mini and Aru? The Rakshas in the Night Bazaar 148

What did Mini throw over the Sleeper so Aru 
could get the Adulthood book? The Cloak of Winter 149

What did the Adulthood book taste like when 
Aru bit it?

Sweet and bitter at the same time like a 
candied orange peel. 149

What happened when Aru spit the bit of the 
Adulthood book into her hand? It turned into a silver coin. 149

Who was Boo before he was turned into a 
pigeon? The king of Subala 152

What was Subala’s real name? Shakhuni 152

Who was Shakhuni from the stories?

The deceiver who cheated the oldest 
Pandava brother in a game of dice, forcing 
him to give up his kingdom, and started the 
great Kurekshetra war. 152

What did Mini throw at the Sleeper like a 
Frisbee, making his eyes turn black? The headband Summer had given her. 153

What did the Sleeper know about Mini’s 
father?

He wore a cross beneath his shirt and an 
agimat necklace from his family in the 
Philippines. 155



What did the Sleeper know about Mini’s 
brother?

He hid a photo of his soccer teammate 
under his pillow and made Mini keep it a 
secret when she found it. 155

What did the Sleeper know about Mini’s 
mother? Her hair smelled like sandalwood. 155

Why did Mini leave Aru even though she 
needed her? She didn’t trust her. 156

What was the title of the green book that 
bounced up and down in front of Aru? Aru -- her own story 158

What did Aru’s mother say about the truth 
of a story? It depended on who is telling it. 158

What clay figurines had fallen out of the 
birdcage?

A goat, a crocodile, a pigeon, a snake, an owl, 
a peacock, a tiger, and a 7-headed horse 160

Which goddess rode a tiger? Durga 160

What did the god of war ride? A peacock 160

What happened when Aru used her golden ball 
to help her see the clay figurines?

They turned into live animals -- all the 
mounts of the gods. 160

What did Mini’s headband cause the Sleeper 
to do when it hit him?

He forgot about the mounts of the gods he 
was carrying in the bird cage. 161

Who took Aru to find the third key - the sip 
of old age? The 7-headed horse 161

In what book and movie was there a 
character named Aragorn? Lord of the Rings 163

What is the name of the hero in the Die 
Hard movies? John McClane 163

What was the stone island sticking up out of a 
white ocean?

The pedestal from which the Ocean of Milk 
was churned. 164

Why did the gods churn the Ocean of Milk? To get the nectar of immortality. 164

What happened when Shiva, the Lord of 
Destruction, drank the poison that came out 
of the ocean when the gods churned it? The poison turned his throat blue. 164



Why were the asuras (demons) mad at the 
gods?

The gods tricked them, taking all the 
nectar of immortality for themselves after 
the demons helped churn the Ocean of 
Milk. 164

Where was the gold city of dreams and 
nightmares called? The City of Lanka 164

What was on the island the 7-headed horse 
took Aru to?

The tourism headquarters of the 
Otherworld 166

What was the 7-headed horse’s name? Uchchaihshravas 166

What was the cauldron made of that had blue 
liquid inside it? vapors 166

What was behind the cauldron of vapors? A statue of Shiva, the Lord of Destruction 167

What did Aru and Mini do to avoid being the 
first one to do things?

Hit themselves in the face and said ‘Nose 
goes’! 167

Why did Mini apologize to Aru for leaving her?
She knew how it felt and hated when people 
left her behind. 167

What kind of poison was inside the cauldron? Halahala poison 169

Why couldn't Aru call the animals to drain the 
poison from the cauldron?

The rules said no animals could drink it 
because it would turn them into monsters. 169

Why wouldn’t Mini’s and Aru’s magical gifts 
work on the island of tourism?

It was a magical dead zone--nothing would 
work. 169

Where was the last place aru visited with her 
class on a field trip? A museum of lunch boxes 171

What did Mini do to the cauldron? Threw a pebble at it. 171

Why did Mini want to bring the fire down on 
top of the cauldron full of poison

It would vaporize the poison and leave 
behind just the 3rd key. 173

What did old age taste like to Aru?? A happy kind of fullness 176

What was the key made out of that Aru spit 
out into her hand after drinking the old age? Bone 176

What happened when Aru and Mini put the 
three keys together?

They melted together and became a puddle 
of light and then the Door to the Kingdom 
of Death appeared. 176

What was Mini’s full name? Yamini Kapoor-Mercado-Lopez 179



What did Aru mostly hear in the final words 
people who were dying said? love 179

What did Mini’s mom tell her death was like? A parking lot 181

What did the names of the dogs, Ek and Do, 
mean in Hindi? One and two 181

What is the most commonly spoken language in 
India? Hindi 181

What language did Aru’s mother grow up 
speaking?

Gujarati - a language from the state of 
Gujarat. 181

Why wouldn't Ek and Do let Aru and Mini into 
the Kingdom of Death? They were alive. 182

Who owned the poodle, P.Doggy? Mrs. Hutton 185

Why did Aru tell Mini to conjure up the 
illusion of a cat with her mirror? To make the dogs chase after it. 187

What two things could Mini say in Hindi?
She could ask for money and say she was 
hungry. 189

What did Mini call her Filipina grandma? Lola 190

What language do Filipino people speak? Tagalog 190

How did dead people speak? backwards 190

In which mythology is there a hippo that eats 
people? Egyptian 192

What did the principal at Augustus Day 
School, Mr. Cobb, always talk about in social 
studies? The Vietnam War 192

Who was Chitrigupta?
The person who kept record of everything a 
soul ever did -- keeping track for karma. 193

What did Chitrigupta’s coffee mug say? Fourteen world’s best day 193

What did Chitrigupta give to Aru and Mini?
Good karma -- tokens showing the good 
things they had done during their lives. 193

Where were the celestial weapons kept near? The Pool of Reincarnation 195

What happened the last time there was a 
claiming and the Pandava brothers tried to go 
through the Kingdom of Death to get the 
celestial weapons? World War I started. 197



What kind of cookie did Chitrigupta offer to 
Mini? A wisdom cookie 199

What was written on Chitrigupta’s apron? Do not kiss the cook. You have germs. 199

What is soma? The drink of the gods 200

What did Chitrigupta say was what made 
Arjuna great?

The way he looked at the world, questioned 
things, and doubted. 200

What was magical about the pen Chitrigupta 
gave to Mini?

Wherever she was, if she sent him a 
message by writing on it, he would get it and 
help if he could. 202

Which way did the sign ‘To Dare’ point? Down a blue corridor 202

Which way did the sign ‘To disturb’ point? Down a red corridor 202

Which way did the sign ‘To Deign’ point? Up into nothing 202

In what movie are characters asked if they 
want to take a red pill or a blue pill? The Matrix 202

What did Mini say was a matrix? A mathematical rectangular array 202

What does deign mean?
To do something you consider beneath your 
dignity 203

Why did Aru tell Mini she should be the one 
to eat the one wisdom cookie they were 
given?

She was reincarnated from Yudhistira, and 
he was known to be the wisest Pandava. 203

What was Mini’s favorite book? The Golden Compass 205

Which way did Mini say they should go after 
she ate the wisdom cookie? She said they should look down 207

Why did Mini go into the hole in the marble 
floor at the edge of the Deign sign?

She smacked her own face and her glasses 
fell into the hole. 207

In what city is the Asian Art Museum and 
the Muir Woods? San Francisco 209

How did Aru get Mini out of the quicksand?
She threw her a rope of silk and pulled her 
out. 210

What list did Mini have that Drowning was 
number #3 on? Top Ten Ways I Don’t Want to Die 210

Where was the secret door in the forest of 
silk? Behind a waterfall. 212

Which demon king built the Pandavas a 
beautiful palace with illusions to trick 
enemies? Mayasura 214



What was the herd of horses that charged 
at Mini and Aru made of? Rose petals 215

Who yelled at Mini and Aru, WHO DARES 
DISTURB THE PEACE OF THIS HOME? The palace 217

Who was the wife of all five Pandavas? Draupadi 217

What word was spelled out in blisters on 
Aru’s skin? L-I-A-R 218

Why was the palace angry? The Pandava brothers left it. 218

What did the palace do for the oldest 
Pandava brother, Yudhistira, because he liked 
to read?

He made his bed float and books could be 
brought to him. 220

What did the palace do for the youngest 
Pandava brother?

Made lots of places with mirrors so he 
could see himself. 220

What did the palace do for the second 
youngest Pandava brother, Bhima, who liked 
science?

Made sure there were always lots of living 
things around to study. 220

What did the palace do for the second oldest 
Pandava brother who liked to test his 
strength?

Made arenas for him to work out in and 
test his strength. 220

What did the palace do for the 3rd oldest 
Pandava brother who liked everything? Made sure nothing escaped his interest. 220

What did the palace do for Draupadi who 
wanted peace? Light 220

What was the Pandava’s palace called? The Palace of Illusions 220

What happened when the leaves of the 
forest fell down on Aru in the Palace of 
Illusion? They cut her 221

What Lord of the Rings character used a bow 
and arrow? Legolas 221

What did the fireflies in the Palace of 
Illusions do?

Burnt Aru’s toe and set fire to anything 
they touched. 224

What did the Palace of Illusions tell Aru she 
had to do in order to escape the illusion? Aim true with the bow and arrow. 225



What did Arjuna shoot in the eye with an 
arrow by looking at its reflection? A fish 225

What was every nightmare Aru had every 
time her mom left on business trips?

Coming home and finding her apartment 
empty, her mom gone. 227

What did Yudhistira, the oldest Pandava 
brother, say when the teacher asked what he 
saw in the reflection in the water? The sky, the tree, and the fish 228

What did Bhima, the second oldest Pandava 
brother, say when the teacher asked what he 
saw in the reflection in the water? The branch of the tree and the fish 228

What did Arjuna Pandava brother, say when 
the teacher asked what he saw in the 
reflection in the water? The eye of the fish 228

What was the moral of the story of the 
Pandava brothers shooting the eye of the 
fish?

You need to FOCUS and ignore all 
distractions until you only see the target 228

What did Aru picture in her mind in order to 
escape the ILLUSION the palace created? Freedom 228

How are people like magical pockets?
They’re bigger on the inside than they 
seem to be on the outside. 228

Who was Mini arguing with in the Palace of 
Illusions when Aru got back from the forest? Herself 231

What did the real Mini say was the fastest 
thing in the world? A thought 231

For how many years did the Palace of Illusions 
keep its floors polished and ceilings dust 
free? 300 years 232

What did Aru know was the worst part of 
being left behind? Waiting 234

What did Aru always do when her mom left 
town on business? Cleaned the apartment. 234



What gift did the Palace of Illusions give to 
Aru and Mini to remember it by?

Little blue star-shaped tiles - a piece of 
their home to give them protection. 235

To what sad place did the Palace of Illusions 
tell Aru and Mini they had to go to find the 
celestial weapons? The Bridge of Forgetting 235

What did the Palace of Illusions ask Aru and 
Mini to do for it in the future? Think of it fondly once in a while. 237

What are borborygmi? Stomach growling sounds 239

What are more than half of human bodies 
made of? water 239

What was the bark of the tree near the 
Bridge of Forgetting made of? mirrors 240

What was happening to Aru and Mini when the 
snow fell on them near the Bridge of 
Forgetting? They started forgetting everything. 241

What was Aru’s favorite color? green 241

What was ARu’s favorite dessert? tiramisu 241

What was the name of the Guardian of the 
Bridge of Forgetting? Shukra 241

What was Mini short for? Yamini 243

When was the only time each year Aru heard 
her full name, Arundhati?

When her teachers called roll o n the first 
day. 243

Who did Shukra kill? His wife, Irsa, because she loved him. 245

What did Shukra’s wife, Irsa, say when she 
first saw his ugly, scarred face? Our love is what will make us beautiful. 246

What happened during the four years the 
King Shukra and Irsa were married? He became more beautiful. 246

What did the King Shukra do as he became 
more beautiful?

Became more obsessed with his appearance-
-putting mirrors everywhere, trying on new 
clothes, and neglecting his people. 246

Why did Irsa a stop loving King Shukr?
He changed from a good, kind King to a self-
centered, selfish man. 247

Why did King Shukra keep all the mirrors 
around him?

So the snow wouldn’t remove his memories 
of his wife. 247



What was the toll Mini and Aru had to pay in 
order to cross the Bridge of Forgetting?

Their memories so that Shukra wouldn’t be 
alone. 247

What was the Bridge of Forgetting made of? People’s memories 249

Why did Shukra doubt that Aru and Mini 
would make it across the Bridge of 
Forgetting?

They were young and didn’t have very many 
memories. 249

What happened in Atlanta Georgia when it got 
2 inches of snow? Everyone panicked and the city shut down. 250

How did Aru get past Shukra and the Bridge 
of Forgetting without her and Mini having to 
lose all their memories?

She threw the gray pendant she got from 
Monsoon and took away all his memories to 
build the Bridge. 250

What did Shukra do to Aru?
He cursed her so that she would forget 
when it mattered most. 252

Why did Aru curse Carol Yang in 6th grade?
Carol yelled out that Aru Shah had just 
used her sleeve to wipe her nose. 254

What curse did Aru put on Carol Yang?

That she would have a runny nose forever 
and people would always see boogers in her 
nose. 254

What were the words of the curse Aru put 
on Carol Yang? The names of Gujarati foods 254

What did the note say that the principal sent 
home with Aru?

Please tell your daughter to refrain from 
cursing her classmates. 254

What did Mini think about butterflies?
That they were creepy and had weird 
tongues. 255

What disease did Mini say you could get from 
contaminated, improperly sterilized tattoo 
needles? hepatitis 255

What does astra mean? A weapon with supernatural abilities 257

What did Aru and Mini realize about the 
stalactites in the cave they were in?

They were teeth -- they were inside an 
animal’s mouth. 258

What is a uvula?
The hanging down thing in the back of your 
throat that makes you gag. 261

Where were the astral weapons? Attached to the back of the whale’s teeth. 261

Why did Aru feel she had to protect Mini 
when they were inside the whale’s mouth? Mini was her sister. 263



What did Aru’s golden ball change into when 
she saved Mini from going down the whale’s 
throat with it? A lightning bolt. 264

What did Mini’s compact mirror turn into 
when she and Aru were inside the whale’s 
mouth? A danda stick of braided purple light. 264

What answers were in plain sight to Aru and 
Mini?

Their weapons--the glowing ball was Vajra, 
the lightning bolt of Indra, and the mirror 
compact was the danda stick of the Dharma 
Raja. 264

What did Aru do so she could carry Vajra 
more easily than as a lightning bolt? Imagined it as sandals to wear on her feet. 267

What did Mini nickname her Death Danda 
stick? Dee-Dee 267

What is a timingala? A giant whale shark 267

How many times did Mini floss each day? twice 268

What was the only way out of the Kingdom of 
Death?

To enter a new life--through the Pool of 
Reincarnation 268

What did Ronald Taylor do on May 17th?

Jumped into the Arctic Ocean and 
surprised a narwhal which he called a Sea 
Unicorn 270

What did the Pool of the Past smell like? longing 270

Why did Mini say she would want to be 
reincarnated as a cow? So she could be worshipped in India. 271

What did Aru’s mail carrier change his name 
to when he was seventeen? Krishna Blue 273

What did P.Doggy, the poodle, like to do?
Steal Aru’s sneakers and buy peanut butter 
sandwiches 273

What did Aru discover about her mother and 
the Sleeper when she looked into the Pool of 
the Past? They were in love. 274

What was Aru’s mother’s full name? Dr. Krithika Shah 274

What was the Sleeper’s name when he was a 
mortal man? Suyodhana 274

What did Krithika Shah hope could happen 
after she fell in love with Suyodhana and he 
fell in love with her?

That he could resist become the Sleeper 
and they could be a normal family. 274



What did Aru’s grandfather tell her mother 
when she rejected the purpose of the 
panchakanyas?

That should would never be allowed to go 
inside his home again. 274

What did the Sleeper’s t-shirt say when he 
was sleeping in a chair in the hospital after 
Aru was born? I’m a Dad! 276

Why did Krithika imprison Suyodhana inside a 
lamp?

She didn’t have the heart to destroy him 
like she was supposed to, but she had to 
protect Aru. 276

What did Krithika devote her life to 
researching?

Finding a way to free both Suyodhana (the 
sleeper) and Aru. 276

What did Aru never see her mom do? smile 277

What could NOT kill the Sleeper? Metal, wood, stone, or anything dry or wet 277

What was the one thing that could kill the 
Sleeper? Vajra - the lightning bolt 279

What did Dharma Raja do in the stories to 
keep Yudhistira company at the end of his 
life? Took the form of a dog. 281

What did the librarian scream at the mother 
who ripped pages out of books so other kids 
couldn’t do research? Book murder! 282

What did the spider machines in the 
Reincarnation Factory think Aru and Mini 
were? Out-of commision bodies or Rogue Souls 282

What is the life and death cycle called? samsara 282

What was the Reincarnation worker, Wish, 
covered with? eyelashes 284

What do some people make a wish on before 
blowing it away? An eyelash 284

What was the name of the clockwork machine 
that did reincarnation? Past Time 284

Which Time is invisible? Future Time 285

Which Time couldn't hold one shape? Present Time 285

Where was Pacific Standard Time swimming 
around? Malibu 285

What was Eastern Standard Time doing? Annoying stockbrokers on Wall Street 285



What did Aru and Mini give to Wish and Time 
in the reincarnation factory so they could get 
past them?

The ivory-colored tokens of karma showing 
their good deeds 287

What was the name of the doctor on TV 
talking about the virus called the Frozen 
Syndrome? Dr. Obafemi 290

In what state was the strip mall where Aru 
and Mini found the sprig of youth? Texas 290

In what state was the Costco that turned 
into the Night Bazaar? Iowa 290

What place did Aru choose to confront the 
Sleeper because he wouldn’t like it?

The museum where he used to be 
imprisoned. 293

Why did the 7-headed horse call Aru a true 
daughter of Indra? She wore the Vajra bracelet 294

What was the mount of Dharma Raja that 
Mini rode? A water buffalo 294

Who helped Aru and Mini in one battle against 
the Sleeper in Georgia? All the animal mounts of the gods. 294

What is the difference between shark’s and 
dolphin’s dorsal fins?

Shark’s stand up straight and dolphins curve 
back. 297

What two buildings did Aru sea of the 
Atlanta, George skyline as they flew in on the 
mounts?

The Westin Peachtree Plaza and the 
Georgia-Pacific Tower 297

What human being did Mini create an illusion 
of in order to trick the Sleeper? Krithika, Aru’s mom. 298

What are all cats intrigued by? boxes. 298

What did the Sleeper say to Mini and Aru 
when they summoned him to fight?

That they were little and not worthy, too 
easy to defeat 301

Why did left-handed gladiators usually win 
the battles in Rome?

People defend themselves from a right-
handed attack because it’s more common. 301

What trap did the Sleeper walk into when he 
saw the illusion of Krithika?

A chalk circle in the center of a circle of 
every one of the celestial mounts (animals). 303

How did Aru knock out the Sleeper?

She threw her Vajra lightning bolt at the 
chandelier and it crashed down on top of 
him. 306



Why did Shakhuni (also known as Boo) betray 
Aru’s ancestors?

He was mad that his sister was forced to 
marry a blind king. 309

What did the Sleeper try to convince Aru he 
was trying to do?

Free her and her siblings from living life 
over and over again. 309

What terrible vision did the Sleeper make 
Aru see?

Her four Pandava sisters, including Mini, 
staring at her with hatred. 311

Why didn’t Vajra (the lightning bolt) kill the 
Sleeper when Aru threw it at him?

It felt a speck of doubt Aru had at killing 
him and stopped short. 314

Why did the Sleeper let Aru live? He thought she would join him. 317

What did Boo say to Aru after the Sleeper 
got away? It is not failure to fail. 318

Why was the Sleeper’s curse of frozen sleep 
NOT permanent?

Aru and Mini kept him busy and distracted 
him so he wasn’t able to get to the Kingdom 
of Death by the new moon. 318

What did Aru’s mom’s hair smell like? Night-blooming jasmine 320

Why were Poppy, Burton, and Arielle frozen 
longer than other people? They were near the lamp. 321

What would the Council of Guardians do with 
Aru and Mini after the Sleeper escaped? Train them. 321

What did Aru realize about people when she 
thought about how her dad turned evil, and 
Boo was bad but turned good? People change. 322

Why did Boo give Aru one gray feather?
It was a troth-- a promise of trueness and 
loyalty. 322

How did Mini get back to her own home from 
Georgia?

The stone elephant opened its mouth and 
she went through its mouth. 322

What did Mini call Aru’s mom? auntie 322

What did Aru say she would name Boo if he 
could live with her and her mother? George. 324

What did Aru write in the air with the pen 
Chitrigupta gave her? Help me out of this, Uncle 325

What did Aru say Poppy Lopez did on 
September 28th?

Told Mrs. Garcia that someone was hitting 
her car with a baseball bat and then got 
the answers to a quiz from a filing cabinet 
when the teacher left her room. 325



What did Aru say Burton Prater did on 
Tuesday, October 2nd?

Ate his boogers and then gave Arielle a 
chocolate chip cookie he had dropped on the 
ground. 325

What did Aru say Arielle did the day before?

Wore her mom’s first engagement ring, lost 
it at recess, and told her mom she saw the 
housekeeper holding it. 325

What did Aru’s teacher use to make fake 
snow? Baking soda and water 328

Where did Arielle’s family have a timeshare 
on a private island? The Maldives 328

Where did Arielle invite Aru and her mom for 
New Year’s eve? A party at the Fox Theatre downtown 328

Where was Aru really going for winter 
vacation? The Otherworld for training by the Council. 329

Who taught Mini and Aru war strategy every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday? Hanuman 329

Who taught Mini and Aru dancing and 
etiquette every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday? Urvashi 329

Who taught Mini and Aru folklore every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday? Boo 329

What made Arjuna more graceful in combat? Being a dance instructor 329

What was the name of the new boy at Aru’s 
school and moved into the house right across 
from the museum? Aiden Acharya 329

What did Boo insist Aru wear whenever she 
was at home? Metal horns 331

What is bharatnatyam? Traditional dance 333

What kind of raincoats did merchants have at 
the Night Bazaar? Coats that shed rain 333

Why did the Night Bazaar open up three 
times a week for Urvashi to come inside a 
celestial blue lotus flower?

She wouldn’t rent a space to teach Aru and 
Mini dancing because she had a reputation 
to protect. 334

What is a chakora? A moon bird 334



What would a feather plucked from a chakora 
(moon bird) do? Glow for a minute 334

What would a feather from a chakora (moon 
bird) do if you picked it up after the feather 
was naturally shed? Glowed forever 334

Why did Hanuman and his friends throw rocks 
into the ocean? To build a bridge 336

What food did Mini’s dad make that was her 
favorite? pancit 338

What was Boo’s favorite speech to Aru and 
Mini? To say they were ungrateful. 339

What did Aru see in the mouth of the wolf 
that paced back and forth in front of the 
museum? A bow and arrow 341

What did the wolf turn into when a blue light 
burst out? A girl, still holding the bow. 341

How did the Otherworld’s call for help? The stone elephant trumpeted 341

What did Aru realize when she saw Aiden 
staring out his window with a surprised 
expression on his face?

He could see the wolf who turned into a 
girl, who turned into a blue bird. 341

Who was the wolf/girl/bird? Another Pandava sister 341

What are Aspara?
Dancers who entertain in the Court of the 
heavens 345

What is Gada?
The giant hammer, or mace, of Lord 
Hanuman 345

What are Asura?
Semidivine beings-- sometimes good, 
sometimes bad 345

Who was Lord Vishnu, the supreme god, 
transformed into? Mohini, an enchantress 345

What is another name for Lord Shiva which 
means Lord of Dance? Nataraja 347

What kind of movies are made in India, has 
lots of changing sets, and someone always 
gets slapped? Bollywood 347

Who is one of Bollywood’s most famous stars? Shah Rukh Khan 347

What does Nilakantha mean? The one with the blue throat 350



What Hindi word means life or sweetheart? jaani 350

Who sings the song about karma called What 
Goes Around Comes Around? Justin Timberlake 350

In what state is the city of Kurekshetra? Haryana, India 350

What two Indian families battled over the 
throne of Hastinapura? The Pandavas and the Kauravas 350

Who was the 7th incarnation of the god 
Vishnu, and the hero of the epic poem the 
Ramayana? Rama 352

What are Ritus? Seasons 352

How many seasons are in the Indian calendar?
Six -- spring, summer, monsoon, autumn, pre-
winter, and winter 352

What does salwar kameez translate into? Pants and shirt 252

What did Vayu, the god of the wind, ride on? A gazelle 354

Who were the god of wind, Vayu’s two sons?
Bhima (the 2nd oldest Pandava) and 
Hanuman, the monkey-faced demigod. 354


